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Flies use specialized photoreceptors R7 and R8 in the dorsal rim area (DRA) to detect
skylight polarization. R7 and R8 form a tiered waveguide (rhabdom) with R7 on top,
filtering light delivered to R8. We examine how the division of a given resource, rhabdom
length, between R7 and R8 affects their ability to code polarization angle. We model
optical absorption to show how the length fractions allotted to R7 and R8 determine the
rates at which they transduce photons, and correct these rates for transduction unit
saturation. The rates give polarization signal and photon noise in R7, and in R8. Their
signals are combined in an opponent unit, intrinsic noise added, and the unit’s output
analysed to extract two measures of coding ability, number of discriminable polarization
angles and mutual information. A very long R7 maximizes opponent signal amplitude, but
codes inefficiently due to photon noise in the very short R8. Discriminability and mutual
information are optimized by maximizing signal to noise ratio, SNR. At lower light levels
approximately equal lengths of R7 and R8 are optimal because photon noise dominates. At
higher light levels intrinsic noise comes to dominate and a shorter R8 is optimum. The
optimum R8 length fractions falls to one third. This intensity dependent range of optimal
length fractions corresponds to the range observed in different fly species and is not
affected by transduction unit saturation. We conclude that a limited resource, rhabdom
length, can be divided between two polarization sensors, R7 and R8, to optimize opponent
coding. We also find that coding ability increases sub-linearly with total rhabdom length,
according to the law of diminishing returns. Consequently the specialized shorter central
rhabdom in the DRA codes polarization twice as efficiently with respect to rhabdom length
than the longer rhabdom used in the rest of the eye.
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ABSTRACT5

Flies use specialized photoreceptors R7 and R8 in the dorsal rim area (DRA) to detect skylight polarization.
R7 and R8 form a tiered waveguide (rhabdom) with R7 on top, filtering light delivered to R8. We examine
how the division of a given resource, rhabdom length, between R7 and R8 affects their ability to code
polarization angle. We model optical absorption to show how the length fractions allotted to R7 and
R8 determine the rates at which they transduce photons, and correct these rates for transduction unit
saturation. The rates give polarization signal and photon noise in R7, and in R8. Their signals are
combined in an opponent unit, intrinsic noise added, and the unit’s output analysed to extract two
measures of coding ability, number of discriminable polarization angles and mutual information. A very
long R7 maximizes opponent signal amplitude, but codes inefficiently due to photon noise in the very short
R8. Discriminability and mutual information are optimized by maximizing signal to noise ratio, SNR. At
lower light levels approximately equal lengths of R7 and R8 are optimal because photon noise dominates.
At higher light levels intrinsic noise comes to dominate and a shorter R8 is optimum. The optimum R8
length fractions falls to one third. This intensity dependent range of optimal length fractions corresponds
to the range observed in different fly species and is not affected by transduction unit saturation. We
conclude that a limited resource, rhabdom length, can be divided between two polarization sensors, R7
and R8, to optimize opponent coding. We also find that coding ability increases sub-linearly with total
rhabdom length, according to the law of diminishing returns. Consequently the specialized shorter central
rhabdom in the DRA codes polarization twice as efficiently with respect to rhabdom length than the longer
rhabdom used in the rest of the eye.
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INTRODUCTION26

Sunlight is polarized by scattering and reflection, and many animals take advantage of this to guide tasks27

such as orientation, prey detection and water surface detection (Wehner, 2001). To detect polarization28

patterns in the sky, many insects use a specialised region in the eye, the Dorsal Rim Area (DRA) (Labhart29

and Meyer, 1999). In flies, the DRA is a narrow band of ommatidia along the dorsal margin of the eye,30

containing specialised central photoreceptors R7 and R8 (Wada, 1974a). The microvilli of rhabdomeric31

photoreceptors are intrinsically dichroic (Moody and Parriss, 1961; Snyder and Laughlin, 1975), but32

elsewhere in the eye the polarization sensitivity (PS) of the photoreceptors is suppressed by rhabdomere33

twist (Smola and Tscharntke, 1979). In the DRA, however, the rhabdomeres of R7 and R8 are not twisted34

(Wunderer and Smola, 1982a), and thus they present high PS (Hardie, 1984).35

In the DRA, R7 and R8 form a pair of orthogonal polarization analysers with identical UV sensitivities,36

sampling the same small area of the sky (Hardie, 1985). The axons of both R7 and R8 in the same DRA37

ommatidium project retinotopically to a specific region within the medulla (Strausfeld and Wunderer,38

1985; Fortini and Rubin, 1991), where their signals are compared to extract information about polarization.39

This comparison most likely involves polarization-opponent neurons, as found in some species of ants,40

locusts and crickets (Labhart, 1988, 2000; Labhart et al., 2001; Vitzthum et al., 2002).41

Several conflicting parameters determine the quality of the photoreceptor signal. In most flies, the42

photosensitive membranes —rhabdomeres— of R7 and R8 form a tiered waveguide, the central rhabdom43

(Figure 1). The pair of rhabdomeres lie at the center of the ommatidium, and in axial section they are44

surrounded by the R1-6 achromatic rhabdomeres that form a waveguide each. The rhabdomere of R7 sits45

on top of the rhabdomere of R8, and thereby filters the light available to R8. A longer R7 rhabdomere46
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Figure 1. Optical sampling and opponent coding by R7 and R8 in fly DRA. (a) Diagramatic
longitudinal section of an ommatidium in DRA showing R7/R8’s central rhabdom, with two of six outer
photoreceptors, type R1-6. Note central rhabdom is much shorter in DRA. R7 and R8 sample same small
area of the sky, focused onto R7 by facet lens, and R7 filters light received R8. (b) Opponent coding. R8’s
microvilli are perpendicular to R7’s, giving orthogonal polarization sensitivities and enhancement of R8’s
signal by absorption in R7. Opponent unit outputs difference between inpts from R7 and R8, and adds
intrinsic noise.
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increases the PS of R8 (Snyder, 1973; Gribakin and Govardovskii, 1975; Menzel, 1975; Hardie, 1984)47

but reduces its own PS by self-screening (Snyder, 1973; Nilsson et al., 1987). The quality of the signal48

coded by a photoreceptor is also limited by the quantum nature of the light. A longer rhabdomere will be49

less affected by photon noise than a shorter one because it absorbs more photons (Warrant and Nilsson,50

1998), and has more transduction units (microvilli) to convert photons into electrical signals (Howard51

et al., 1987; Anderson and Laughlin, 2000). However, because the rhabdomeres of R7 and R8 share the52

length of a central rhabdom of given length, it is not possible to increase the length of both photoreceptors53

simultaneously, lengthening one shortens the other.54

To investigate how these length dependent trade-offs between polarization sensitivity and photon noise55

influence the ability of the fly DRA to code polarization, we used a modelling procedure adapted from56

color vision (Vorobyev et al., 1998; Osorio and Vorobyev, 1996) and recently applied to polarization vision57

(How and Marshall, 2014). We find that for a central rhabdom of fixed length, polarization sensitivity and58

signal coded by a polarization-opponent unit are highest when R8 is as short as possible. On the other59

hand, measures of discrimination that consider signal and two forms of noise, photon and intrinsic, are60

highest for intermediate values of R7 and R8 lengths, broadly agreeing with the experimental evidence61

(Wada, 1974a; Wunderer and Smola, 1982a). We conclude that it is essential to consider photon and62

intrinsic noise when analyzing the ability of tiered photoreceptors to support behaviour. When this is done63

we see that the distribution of a sensor resource, photoreceptor length, can be optimized for opponent64

coding.65

METHODS66

Photon absorption rates and polarization sensitivity67

An optical model gives the rates at which R7 and R8 absorb photons when sampling a small patch of blue68

sky.69

Photons available from skylight70

To sample a small patch of sky, the facet lens focuses skylight onto the entrance aperture of R7 (Figure 1).71

The spectral flux of photons at R7’s entrance aperture is (e.g. Johnsen 2012, Chapter 4)72

Ni(λ ) =
(

π

4

)2
(

1
F

)2

D2
r L(λ ) (1)

where F , the facet lens’s F-ratio, is the focal length of the facet lens divided by its diameter, Dr is the73

rhabdomere diameter and L(λ ) is the spectral radiance of skylight.74

The spectral radiance of the sky is equivalent to the radiance of an ideal diffusely reflecting (Lamber-75

tian) surface illuminated by cloudless sky, with the sun occluded (Johnsen, 2012, Chapter 9). To obtain76

spectral radiance we converted suitable measurements of spectral irradiance (Wm−2 nm−1) —taken at77

noon on a cloudless summer’s day in Pretoria, South Africa (Kok, 1972)— to spectral radiance L(λ ),78

(photons sr−1 m−2 nm−1) by dividing by π and the quantal energy hν = hc/λ .79

R7 and R8 capture photons with a UV rhodopsin that absorbs significantly between 300 nm and80

412 nm (Figure 2). Consequently the flux of available photons at R7’s entrance aperture is81

Ni =
∫ 412nm

300nm

(
π

4

)2
(

1
F

)2

D2
r L(λ )dλ (2)

Given measured values, F = 2, Dr = 1.9µm and the spectral radiance for skylight (as obtained above),82

Ni is 1.6×107 photons s−1 on a bright summer’s day.83

Photon absorption rates84

R7’s photon absorption rate, N7, depends upon Ni, the photon flux incident onto R7’s entrance aperture,85

the absorption coefficients of R7’s rhabdomere and its length. To account for polarization we decompose86

the light entering R7 into a pair of orthogonal e-vectors, one parallel and the other perpendicular to R7’s87

microvilli. Given an incident flux of Ni photons s−1, partially polarized, with degree d and angle θ ,88
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Figure 2. Spectral photon flux delivered by facet lens to tip of R7 rhabdomere (dashed line), and
photons absorbed by rhodopsin molecules in R7 and R8 (solid line). Lens views cloudless blue sky in
summer, in Pretoria (Kok, 1972). Lens F-ratio = 2; rhabdomere diameter 1.9 µm; rhabdom length (length
of R7 plus R8) L = 100 µm; absorption by rhodopsin with single peak at wavelength 335 nm; absorption
coefficient of rhabdom at peak wavelength k = 0.0075 µm−1.
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N‖ = Ni
1+d cos(2θ)

2
(3)

and89

N⊥ = Ni
1−d cos(2θ)

2
(4)

It follows that for light of wavelength λ90

N7(λ ) = (1− e−k‖(λ )l7)N‖(λ )+(1− e−k⊥(λ )l7)N⊥(λ ) (5)

where k‖(λ ) is the absorption coefficient for light polarized parallel the microvilli, k⊥(λ ) is for light91

polarized perpendicularly, and l7 is the length of R7’s rhabdomere.92

R8 receives the light that passes through R7 with microvilli that are perpendicular to R7’s. Conse-93

quently, R8’s photon absorption rate is given by (Snyder, 1973):94

N8(λ ) = e−k‖(λ )l7(1− e−k⊥(λ )l8)N‖(λ )+ e−k⊥(λ )l7(1− e−k‖(λ )l8)N⊥(λ ) (6)

We assume that the rhabdomeres of R7 and R8 have the same absorption coefficient k‖(λ ) and k⊥(λ ),95

and a dichroic ratio96

δ = k‖(λ )/k⊥(λ ) (7)

that is independent of wavelength. Both absorption coefficients peak at a wavelength, λmax = 335nm97

(Hardie and Kirschfeld, 1983; Hardie, 1985).98

Non-monochromatic light absorption99

Skylight is not monochromatic. In that case, absorption by R7 and R8 is obtained by integrating equations100

5 and 6 with respect to wavelength (Johnsen, 2012, Chapter 4). Whereas the absorption of monochromatic101

light is an exponential function of rhabdomere length, l (equations 5 and 6) total absorption is not.102

The absorptance, the fraction of absorbed photons increases with rhabomere length, l, according to a103

function whose form is uniquely dependent upon the rhabdomere absorption spectrum and the spectrum104

of incoming light.105

Fa(κ) =
1
Ni

∫
(1− e−k(λ )l)Ni(λ )dλ (8)

To simplify our calculations we followed Warrant and Nilsson (1998) and approximated this unique106

function. The fraction of photons absorbed by a photoreceptor of length l and maximum absorption107

coefficient k(λmax) increases with the product of k(λmax) and l, κ = k(λmax)l according to function,108

Fa(κ).109

We approximated Fa(κ) as follows. Using the absorption template of rhodopsin (Stavenga et al., 1993)110

with a single peak absorption at 335 nm (Hardie and Kirschfeld, 1983), and L(λ ), the spectral radiance of111

blue skylight, we calculated the fraction of absorbed photons for a number of values of κ . We then fitted a112

function to these points,113

Fa(κ) = (1− e−κ)
[
0.4697838+0.05512361κ−0.00291346κ

2] (9)

which approximated the true length dependency with relative error < 1%, for photoreceptor lengths up to114

1 mm (Figure 3).115

In comparison, adapting Warrant and Nilsson (1998) approximation by extrapolating its coefficients116

would produce a reasonable approximation for medium length photoreceptors (Figure 3) but would not117

have produced the right behaviour in the limit of very short photoreceptors. Consequently, the PS of very118

short photoreceptors calculated with Warrant and Nilsson (1998) approximation would not be its intrinsic119

PS, i.e. its dichroic ratio δ .120
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Figure 3. Absorption of blue skylight by UV rhodopsin as a function peak absorption coefficient k and
photoreceptor length l, Fa(kl) . The exact calculation (black solid line) is very different from exponential
absorption at the peak wavelength (black dashed line). The approximation to Fa(kl) we used (red dotted
line) fits better at very short lengths than approximation made by Warrant and Nilsson (1998) (blue
dashed line) . Parameters used for calculations as in subscript to Figure 2 and Table 1.
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Absorption rates in a tiered rhabdom with non monochromatic light121

To calculate the correct versions of Equations 5 and 6 for blue skylight, it is easier to consider transmit-122

tances, the fraction of photons transmitted by each photoreceptor, R7 and R8, in the tiered configuration.123

We will denote these coefficients, a7 and a8 for light polarized in each photoreceptor preferred direction124

of absorption, and b7 and b8 for the perpendicular directions. In terms of these coefficients, which depend125

on the length of the photoreceptors and the wavelength content of the light, absorption in R7 and R8 can126

be written as:127

N7 = (1−a7)N‖+(1−b7)N⊥ (10a)

N8 = (1−b8)a7N‖+(1−a8)b7N⊥ (10b)

The fraction of photons transmitted by the central rhabdom (the product of the fraction of photons128

transmitted by R7 and R8) to light polarized at 0◦ is:129

a7b8 =
∫

e−k‖(λ )l7e−k⊥(λ )l8 Iλ (λ )dλ = 1−Fa(k‖l7 + k⊥l8) (11)

where l8 is the length of R8. The fraction absorbed in R8 is the difference between light transmitted by130

the rhabdom and light transmitted by R7:131

(1−b8)a7 = (1−a7b8)− (1−a7) = Fa(k‖l7 + k⊥l8)−Fa(k‖l7) (12)

similarly, the fraction of photons polarized at 90◦ that are absorbed in R8 is132

(1−a8)b7 = (1−b7a8)− (1−b7) = Fa(k⊥l7 + k‖l8)−Fa(k⊥l7) (13)

Substituting the expression for the fractions of photons absorbed (1− a7, 1− b7, (1− b8)a7 and133

(1− a8)b7) in equation 10, we we obtain the absorption rates of N7 and N8 for any given rhabdomere134

lengths, l7 and l8:135

N7 =Fa(k‖(λmax)l7)N‖+Fa(k⊥(λmax)l7)N⊥ (14a)

N8 =
[
Fa(k‖(λmax)l7 + k⊥(λmax)l8)−Fa(k‖(λmax)l7)

]
N‖+[

Fa(k⊥(λmax)l7 + k‖(λmax)l8)−Fa(k⊥(λmax)l7)
]

N⊥
(14b)

Polarization sensitivity, signal and noise136

Transduction and absorption rates137

Sensitivity, signal and noise depend upon the transduction rate M; the rate at which a photoreceptor138

transduces absorbed photons to quantum bumps (unitary electrical responses to single photons). At lower139

light levels (up to approximately 5×104 transduced photons s−1, a fly photoreceptor transduces a constant140

high proportion (> 0.5) of absorbed photons (Dubs et al., 1981; Howard et al., 1987; van Steveninck141

and Laughlin, 1996a). For simplicity we assume that M = N. At higher light levels transduction units142

(microvilli) saturate and this reduces sensitivity, reduces signal and changes the statistics of noise (Howard143

et al., 1987; Song et al., 2012). To account for these effects we convert the absorption rate, N, to the144

transduction rate, M, using our transduction unit saturation model (see below).145

Polarization sensitivity without transduction unit saturation146

In the absence of transduction unit saturation, transduction rates N equal absorption rates M. Because147

the microvilli of R7 and R8 are well aligned, the polarization angles at which transduction rates are148

maximum and minimum, θmax and θmin, are parallel and perpendicular to the microvilli, respectively.149

Thus θmin = 90◦+θmax.150

Polarization sensitivity is the ratio between the maximum and minimum transduction rates produced151

by linearly polarized light (degree of polarization d = 1) of constant intensity (Snyder, 1973):152
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PS =
M(θmax,d = 1)
M(θmin,d = 1)

(15)

Note that for simplicity we present generic equations in which M stands for either M7 or M8, depending153

on whether it is calculated using N7 or N8.154

Signal, noise and contrast; unsaturated regime155

To calculate signal and noise, we follow opponent models of color coding (Osorio and Vorobyev, 1996;156

Vorobyev and Osorio, 1998), and normalise photon transduction rate, M(θ), to the background rate, Mbg157

q(θ) =
M(θ)

Mbg
(16)

The background is unpolarized light with the same spectrum and intensity, Ni. We take Mbg to be the158

mean transduction rate, in which case q(θ) is a contrast signal.159

Given a constant photon flux Ni with polarization degree d, the transduction rate M(θ), and hence the160

contrast signal q(θ), varies with the polarization angle θ as cos(2θ) or, equivalently, cos2(θ).161

q(θ) = 1+d
PS−1
PS+1

cos2(θ −θmax) (17)

Note that the background (d = 0) produces the same quantum catch as light polarized at 45◦ to the162

preferred absorption axis (θmax = 45◦).163

The range of contrast signals produced by changes in polarization angle, ∆q, depends on the degree of164

polarization, d, and the PS given by equation 17 :165

∆q = q(θmax)−q(θmin) = 2d
PS−1
PS+1

(18)

The reliability of an optical signal is limited by photon noise, random fluctuations in absorption rate166

that follow the Poisson distribution. In the absence of transduction unit saturation we assume that every167

absorbed photon produces a quantum bump. Thus during a time interval τ , a photoreceptor transduces168

M(τ)(θ) photons, drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean M(τ)(θ) = τM(θ). By definition, the169

noise variance equals the mean:170

Var(M(τ)(θ)) = 〈M(τ)(θ)〉= τM(θ) (19)

Note that randomly fluctuating variables are in bold.171

We define the signal to noise ratio, SNR, as the ratio between the range of signals produced by changes172

in polarization angle and the standard deviation of photon noise. This definition holds for both quantum173

catches ∆M(τ) and contrast signals ∆q:174

SNR =
∆M(τ)√

Var(M(τ)(θ))
=

∆q√
Var(q(τ)(θ))

(20)

Assuming that photon noise is independent of the contrast signal175

SNR =
∆q

1/
√

τMbg
= 2d

PS−1
PS+1

√
τMbg (21)

This assumption is valid for small contrast signals, as produced at low degrees of polarization, d.176
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Transduction unit saturation, sensitivity, signal and noise177

In fly photoreceptors each microvillus acts as a transduction unit, producing an all or nothing unitary178

response (a quantum bump) to the absorption of a single photon (Hardie and Raghu, 2001). To model179

the effects of transduction unit saturation we divide the rhabdomere into thin (1 µm) segments and use180

equation 14 to obtain the mean and variance of photon absorption in each segment. This accounts for the181

change in mean absorption rate along the rhabdomere —light entering all but the first section is filtered by182

the sections above it.183

Saturation occurs because it takes time for a microvillus to reload after it produces a quantum bump.184

This dead time, td , sets the minimum interval between quantum bumps produced by a microvillus. Thus185

at high light levels a microvillus’s transduction rate fails to keep up with its absorption rate. Consider a186

0.5 µm segment of rhadomere with nm microvilli, absorbing an average of Ns photons per second. Photons187

are absorbed in each of the nm microvilli with Poisson probabilities of parameter Nstd/nm, but when more188

than one photon is absorbed in the time interval td , only one photon is transduced. As a consequence,189

during the interval of time td , each microvillus either transduces one photon with probability190

P(1) = 1− e−
td Ns
nm (22)

or does not transduce it, with a probability191

P(0) = e−
td Ns
nm (23)

Considering the nm microvilli in a single segment of rhabdomere, the number of photons transduced192

M(τ) during an integration time τ (which we take to be an integer multiple of td) follows a binomial193

distribution with success probability 1− e−
td Ns
nm and number of trials nmτ/td . This binomial has a mean194

〈M(τ)〉= (1− e−
td Ns
nm )nmτ/td (24)

and variance195

Var(M(τ)) = e−
td Ns
nm (1− e−

td Ns
nm )nmτ/td (25)

Note that at low light level, Nstd/nm� 1 and our binomial model approximates the Poisson distribution196

of the absorbed photons, as expected because at low light levels the effects of saturation on signal and197

noise are negligible.198

〈M(τ)〉= Var(M(τ)) = Nsτ (26)

Because photons are transduced independently in each microvillus, and hence in every segment, the199

mean numbers of photons transduced by R7 and R8, M(τ)
7 and M(τ)

8 , and their variances, can be obtained200

by summing the means and variances of all segments.201

Polarization opponent model202

To assess the effects of signal and noise on the ability to discriminate angles of polarization, we consider203

the output of a simple opponent mechanism that subtracts the input from R8 from the input from R7 in204

the same ommatidium. The opponent unit’s output Q(τ) is the difference between the two photoreceptor205

contrast signals, q7 and q8:206

Q(τ) = q7
(τ)−q8

(τ) = M(τ)
7 (θ)/M(τ)

7,bg−M(τ)
8 (θ)/M(τ)

8,bg (27)

where q7 and q8 are calculated by replacing M with M7 and M8 respectively in equation 16.207

Q(τ) is a random variable whose mean is independent of the integration time τ:208
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〈Q(τ)〉= M(τ)
7 (θ)/M(τ)

7,bg−M(τ)
8 (θ)/M(τ)

8,bg (28)

= M7(θ)/M7,bg−M8(θ)/M8,bg (29)

but has (noise) variance that depends on τ . The variance of Q(τ) will be the sum of noise variance209

incoming both R7 and R8, and intrinsic noise variance. Thus, in the absence of saturation210

Var(Q(τ)) = Var(q7
(τ))+Var(q8

(τ))+2(σ (τ)
in )2 (30)

=
[
M7(θ)/M2

7,bg +M8(θ)/M2
8,bg +2σ

2
in
]
/τ (31)

where σ2
in and (σ

(τ)
in )2 are the variances of intrinsic noise (resulting from Gaussian white noise added to211

the contrast signal q7 and q8 of each of the photoreceptors) in a signal integrated across an interval of 1 s212

and an interval τ respectively.213

Number of discriminable polarization angles: a measure of performance which consid-214

ers noise215

Photon noise and intrinsic noise limit how precisely the light polarization angle, θ , can be estimated. To216

quantify the effect, we take successful models in colour vision (Vorobyev and Osorio, 1998) as a basis,217

considering the R7/R8 system as equivalent to a dichromatic space. We defined a distance ∆S between the218

signals generated in the opponent unit by light partially polarized with the same degree of polarization d219

and photon flux N but with polarization angles θ1 and θ2:220

∆S =
|Q(θ1)−Q(θ2)|√

Var(Q(τ))
=
|[q7(θ1)−q7(θ2)]− [q8(θ1)−q8(θ2)]|√

Var(q(τ)
7 )+Var(q(τ)

8 )+2(σ (τ)
in )2

(32)

This distance depends both on the amount the opponent signal Q changes for different polarization221

angles —ultimately determined by the PS of R7 and R8 (Equation 18)— and the reliability of the opponent222

signal, i.e. the amount of noise (composed of intrinsic and photon noise). A change in polarization223

angle ∆θ can be detected in the opponent signal when the distance ∆S is bigger than a given value. For224

simplicity, we will take this threshold to be 1, so ∆S, as defined in Equation 32, is directly the number of225

discriminable polarization angles between polarization angles θ1 and θ2.226

When considering the number of discriminable polarization angles between angles that produce very227

different quantum catches, we need to take into account that the photoreceptor noise varies as one moves228

across the stimulus space. The stimulus space is thus endowed of a Riemannian metric (Wyszecki and229

Stiles, 1982). The distance between light polarized at 0 degrees and light polarized at 90 degrees following230

a path of constant degree of polarization is better approximated by (Osorio and Vorobyev, 1996):231

∆S =
n−1

∑
i=0

|[q7(θi)−q7(θi+1)]− [q8(θi)−q8(θi+1)]|√
Var(q(τ)

7 (θi))+Var(q(τ)
8 (θi))+2(σ (τ)

in )2
(33)

with θ0 = 0 < θ1 < ... < θn−1 < θn = 90 degrees.232

Mutual information: a different measure of performance233

We use information theory to define a second measure of the ability to discriminate between different234

polarization angles. This new measure quantifies how much we can reduce our uncertainty on the235

polarization angle by a single measure of the noisy opponent signal. In principle, it should be related to,236

but does not necessarily correlate with, measures based on ideal observer performance, such as the total237

number of discriminable angles (Thomson and Kristan, 2005).238

Let θ ∈ [0,π/2) be the polarization angle, Q the signal of a polarization-opponent unit, and f (θ), f (Q)239

and f (Q,θ) their marginal and joint probability density functions. We assume that the distribution of240

polarization angles θ is uniform, i.e. f (θ) = 2/π , and that the degree of polarization d is constant.241
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If there was no noise, Q would be simply a function of θ , Q(θ). Since the system is limited by noise,242

we consider the probability density of Q when we know θ . Under reasonable assumption it is a Gaussian243

of standard deviation σQ =
√

Var(Q), in our case a function of the angle of polarization θ :244

f (Q|θ) = 1
σQ(θ)

√
2π

e
−(Q−Q(θ))2

2σ2
Q(θ) (34)

σ
2
Q(θ) = (M7(θ)/M2

7,bg +M8(θ)/M2
8,bg +2σin)/τ (35)

The mutual information or rate of transmission of information between the two continuous random245

variables θ and Q is then defined as (Shannon, 1948)246

I(Q;θ) =
∫ ∫

f (Q,θ) log
f (Q,θ)

f (θ) f (Q)
dθdQ (36)

which quantifies how much a measure of the opponent signal, Q, reduces the uncertainty about the247

polarization angle, θ , assuming that we are certain about the degree of polarization, d.248

Choice of parameters249

Measurements suggest that the absorption coefficient of a photoreceptor rhabdomere for unpolarized light250

(
k‖+k⊥

2 ) lies between 0.01µm−1 (e.g. Hardie 1984) and 0.005µm−1 (Warrant and Nilsson, 1998), so we251

took k = 0.0075µm−1. Measurements of R7/R8 photoreceptors’ PS in the DRA of C. vicina range from 6252

to 19 (Hardie, 1984), so we chose a dichroic ratio of δ =
k‖
k⊥

= 10. Sky has a maximum polarization degree253

of about d = 0.6−0.8 in the UV, at 90 degrees from the sun in clear skies, but smaller at other orientations254

and under different meteorological conditions (Barta and Horváth, 2004). Behavioural threshold was255

measured to be at a degree of polarisarion of d = 0.05 in crickets and d = 0.1 in honeybees (Barta and256

Horváth, 2004). In this chapter, we modelled a polarization degree of d = 0.1.257

Blowfly R1-6 photoreceptors have around 9× 104 microvilli along an average length of 250 µm258

(Hardie, 1985; Hochstrate and Hamdorf, 1990). We assumed here a similar linear density of microvilli in259

the R7 and R8 of the DRA. We chose td = 30ms for the minimum interval between transduced photons in260

a C. vicina microvilli (Hochstrate and Hamdorf, 1990; Song et al., 2012), and we assumed that the fly261

integrates the signal across three of those intervals, i.e. integration time τ = 90 ms.262

RESULTS263

The division of the central rhabdom length264

In the fly dorsal rim, the two polarization coding photoreceptors, R7 and R8, construct a rhabdom whose265

length, L, is of the order of 100 µm. R7 and R8 divide the rhabdom between them; R7 constructs the266

upper part, of length l7 and R8 the lower of length l8 (Figure 1). To see how the division of the rhabdom267

between R7 and R8 determines their ability to code polarization we model three determinants of signal268

quality, polarization sensitivity, polarization signal and signal to noise ratio as a function of their length269

fractions,270

l̂7 = l7/L (37)

l̂8 = l8/L (38)

where L = 100µm.271

The flux of available photons272

Because photoreceptor signal and noise depend upon the numbers of photons absorbed and transduced,273

we start by establishing the numbers of photons available for absorption. Our optical model calculates274

the rate at which the facet lens delivers photons from a clear blue sky to the entrance aperture of R7’s275

rhabdomere (Figure 1; Equations 1, 2). The model takes into account the intensity and wavelength276

spectrum of skylight, light gathering by the facet lens, rhabdomere diameter, and the spectral sensitivity277
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of R7 and R8’s UV rhodopsin. The light flux at R7’s entrance aperture, Ni, is given in terms of available278

photons. These are photons that have a significant chance of being absorbed by the UV rhodopsin —peak279

335 nm (Hardie, 1984; Stavenga et al., 1993)— and have wavelengths between 300 nm and 413 nm.280

We use the flux of available photons, Ni, as our measure of the intensity of incident light. At noon281

on a bright summer’s day, when the light intensity is approximately 105 lux, Ni = 1.6×107 photons s−1
282

(Methods 2.1). The lowest intensity we model, Ni = 100 photons s−1, corresponds to late nautical twilight283

(Johnsen, 2012).284

Polarization sensitivity and the length fractions of R7 and R8285

When a photoreceptor is sensitive to the plane of linearly polarized light, absorption varies with the286

polarization angle, θ . Polarization sensitivity is defined as the ratio between the maximum absorption,287

at polarization angle θmax and the minimum absorption at θmin, when illuminated with a constant and288

completely polarized light. In a rhabdomere that does not twist (as in the DRA), θmax is parallel to the289

rhabdomere’s microvilli, and θmin perpendicular.290

We use our optical model and our model of transduction unit saturation to show how the PS’s of R7291

and R8 depend on length fraction. The optical model calculates the rates at which R7 and R8 absorb292

photons as a function of the polarization angle, N7(θ) and N8(θ), given available photons, Ni, with a293

degree of polarization, d (Equation 14). The model takes into account the known absorption properties of294

R7 and R8, their lengths and hence length fractions, and the filtering by R7 of the light delivered to R8.295

PS is usually taken to be the ratio between maximum and minimum absorption rates, N(θmax)/N(θmin)296

(e.g. Snyder 1973), but we go one step further.297

We convert absorption rate, N, to a measure that is more closely related to a photoreceptor’s ability298

to code information. the photon transduction rate, M. For a fly photoreceptor M is the rate at which it299

generates elementary electrical responses to single photons — quantum bumps. Below M = 104 photons300

s−1 the quantum efficiency of fly phototransduction is high, > 0.5, and constant (Methods; Dubs et al.301

1981; van Steveninck and Laughlin 1996b). In this case we assume that the quantum efficiency of302

transduction = 1, therefore M = N. At higher light levels the transduction units that generate quantum303

bumps (individual microvilli) saturate. Saturation lowers the quantum efficiency of transduction so that M304

is significantly less than N, reduces signal amplitude and changes the statistics of noise (Howard et al.,305

1987; Song et al., 2012). We account for these effects with our transduction unit saturation model. By306

comparing results obtained with and without saturation we establish the low intensity regime in which307

saturation is negligible, and demonstrate the effects of saturation at higher light levels.308

Our model confirms that the polarization sensitivities of R7 and R8, PS7 and PS8, are strongly309

dependent on the division of resources between R7 and R8 (Snyder, 1973). As the length fraction of l̂8310

decreases, PS8 increases because a longer R7 is a more effective polarization filter, and PS7 decreases311

because the effects of self-screening increases with length. Thus for a central rhabdom of length L=312

100 µm, PS7 drops from its dichroic ratio, δ = 10, to 7 and PS8 increases from 7 to 24 (Figure 4i).313

PS7 and PS8 are also sensitive to the spectrum of incident light. When illuminated with monochro-314

matic light at peak absorption wavelength, 330 nm, R7 absorbs a higher fraction of incident photons.315

Consequently PS7 is reduced more by self-screening, and PS8 is increased more by filtering by R7.316

For example, when L =100 µm and l̂8 = 0.5, PS7 = 7.5 and PS8 = 13.9. When l̂8 is vanishingly small,317

PS8 = 34, more than three times the dichroic ratio. Irrespective of wavelength composition, these results318

show that to maximise PS almost all of the central rhabdom should be allocated to R7, and R8 should be319

vanishingly small.320

Transduction unit saturation is significant above Ni = 104 photons s−1, depressing PS7 and PS8 at all321

length fractions. This result suggests that saturation should be avoided by using the fly’s longitudinal322

pupil (a dense array of small pigment granules that are drawn close to the rhabdomere in bright light) to323

attenuate the rhabdomeric photon flux (Anderson and Laughlin, 2000).324

The dependence of polarization signal amplitude on the length fractions of R7 and R8325

Signal amplitude depends upon M(θ), the relationship between transduction rate and polarization angle.326

To derive a signal that depends on polarization that is independent of background intensity we follow327

studies of colour coding (e.g. Vorobyev and Osorio 1998). M(θ) is normalized by dividing by the mean328

transduction rate Mbg to generate a contrast signal, q(θ). In the absence of saturation, q(θ) follows329

cos(2θ), with an amplitude that increases linearly with the degree of polarization d and sub-linearly with330

PS (Equation 17);331
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R7 and R8, as specified by R8’s length fraction l̂8. PS7 and PS8 do not vary with light level below
N = 1×104 ph/s. Above this incident photon flux saturation reduces PS.
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q(θ) = 1+d
PS−1
PS+1

cos2(θ −θmax)

The range of contrast signals produced over all polarization angles is given by (Equation 18):332

∆q = q(θmax)−q(θmin) = 2d
PS−1
PS+1

Note that both q(θ) and ∆q increase linearly with the degree of polarization, d and, due to the definition333

of PS, sub-linearly with PS. Consequently q(θ) only specifies θ when the degree of polarization, d is334

constant (Bernard and Wehner, 1977; How and Marshall, 2014), and the high values of PS8 that are335

produced by having a short R8 and long R7 have relatively little effect on q8 and ∆q8. Indeed, as we will336

now see, a short R8 is disadvantageous because it suffers badly from photon noise.337

Photon noise, signal to noise ratio and the lengths fractions of R7 and R8338

Photon noise, an inevitable consequence of photon absorption, limits the resolution of photoreceptor339

signals. To calculate photon noise we integrate the photon transduction rate, M(θ), over a integration340

time τ to obtain a quantum catch M(τ)(θ). Because photon noise is Poisson, its variance equals the mean341

τM(θ). The effect of noise on the resolution of signal depends on the signal to noise ratio, SNR. Taking342

as signal ∆q, we obtain (Methods; Equation 21)343

SNR =
∆q

1/
√

τMbg
= 2d

PS−1
PS+1

√
τMbg

We note (Methods) that the SNR calculated using contrast equals the SNR calculated using transduction344

rate because, to convert to contrast, both signal and noise are divided by the same factor, Mbg.345

Like ∆q, SNR increases linearly with d and sub-linearly with the polarization sensitivity PS. Also,346

as in many optical systems limited by photon noise, SNR increases as the square root of mean quantum347

catch. Consequently SNR is sensitive to both background intensity and photoreceptor length.348

Because of this length dependence, SNR7 and SNR8 change greatly with the division of the central349

rhabdom. Increasing R7’s length fraction l̂7 (i.e. decreasing l̂8 in Figure 5) increases SNR7 as more350

photons are caught. Thus a reduction of the effects of photon noise more than compensates for the351

loss of PS7, and hence signal ∆q7, across the entire length range. If R7 were to be extended beyond352

the limit imposed by the DRA’s central rhabdom, self-screening would come to dominate. Thus SNR7353

would peak and then decline. With a dichroic ratio δ = 10 and a maximum absorption coefficient k =354

0.0075 µm−1, as indicated by measurements made on fly photoreceptors, this optimum SNR7 would occur355

when l7 = 200µm. Increasing R8’s length fraction has a similar effect; SNR8 increases with l̂8, although356

with smaller slope. At most length fractions, filtering by R7 increases SNR8 by a small amount. For357

example, when the central rhabdom is equally divided, l̂7 = l̂8 = 0.5, SNR8 is slightly greater than SNR7.358

Given the dramatic effect of R7 on PS8, its small influence on SNR8 is somewhat surprising, but it359

is easily explained. Reducing l̂8 reduces R8’s quantum catch in two ways. First a shorter R8 absorbs a360

smaller proportion of the photons delivered by R7. Second, a longer R7 delivers fewer photons. Thus361

photon catch trumps screening and the division of central rhabdom that maximises both SNR7 and SNR8362

is close to equal (Figure 5). But to what extent would such a division improve the ability of R7 and R8 to363

code stimuli that are differently polarized? To address this question we use a model of opponent coding.364

An opponent coding model demonstrates optimum length fractions365

In our model an opponent unit subtracts the input from R8 from the input from R7 to produce an output366

signal Q. As in color opponent models (e.g. Osorio and Vorobyev 1996), the photoreceptor inputs367

have been independently normalized by dividing by the mean and correspond to contrast (Equation 16).368

The two previous models of polarization opponency convert to contrast by taking the logarithm of light369

intensity, as do photoreceptors over most of their response range (Nilsson et al., 1987; How and Marshall,370

2014).371

The opponent unit’s output signal is the unweighted difference:372
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Q(θ) = q7(θ)−q8(θ) (39)

where q7(θ) and q8(θ) are the contrast signals produced by R7 and R8 when they sample the same small373

patch of blue sky partially polarized at angle θ .374

Just as we defined signal ranges for R7 and R8, the opponent signal range, ∆Q, is given by375

∆Q = max
θ

[Q]−min
θ

[Q] = ∆q7 +∆q8 (40)
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Figure 6. Polarization-opponent unit’s signal range, ∆Q, is largest when the R8 length fraction, l̂8, is
vanishingly small and, without transduction unit saturation (solid curves) does not depend on incident
photon flux, Ni. Saturation progressively decreases ∆Q with increasing Ni (dashed curves). Rhabdom
length, L = 100 µm. Incident photon flux, Ni: 1×105 (blue), 3×105 (red), 1×106 (green) and 3×106

(black) photons s−1.

Recall that ∆q7 and ∆q8 depend on PS7 and PS8 (Equation 18) which in turn depend upon the length376

fraction l̂8 (Figure 4). It follows that ∆Q also varies with length fraction (Figure 6).377

∆Q is largest for a vanishingly small length fraction, l̂8 � 1 (Figure 6), mainly because PS8 is378

maximum. However, although PS8 changes four-fold with l̂8, (Figure 4) ∆Q changes by < 7% (Figure379

6). This is because the photoreceptor signal range ∆q depends on PS via the factor PS−1
PS+1 (Equation 18),380

which grows very slowly with PS at the higher values measured in photoreceptors, 6 to 19. Without381

saturation, ∆Q is independent of the photon flux N. Saturation takes effect at intensities in excess of382

Ni = 105 photons s−1 and progressively reduces ∆Q by as much as 30%. Saturation also increases the383

optimum length fraction l̂8, although the optimum is very broad. In summary, the shortest possible R8384
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generally produces the largest opponent signal because it has the highest PS. However, this configuration385

is useless. The shortest R8 transduces so few photons that its signal is all but obliterated by photon noise.386

We must now consider how noise degrades signal in the opponent unit.387

Photon and intrinsic noise limit the resolution of opponent signals388

Opponent models of visual coding readily take account of two sources of noise, the photon noise produced389

when photoreceptors transduce photons and the intrinsic noise produced by subsequent neural mechanisms390

such as ion channels and synaptic vesicle release (Faisal et al., 2008). Indeed, intrinsic noise is routinely391

represented in models of sensory discrimination for two reasons. Even when presented with noise free392

inputs, a brain cannot discriminate between infinitely many stimuli and intrinsic noise accounts for393

absolute thresholds.394

In our opponent model we express intrinsic noise in terms of equivalent contrast, i.e. a random395

fluctuation in photoreceptor contrast signal that replicates the effects of intrinsic noise at the opponent396

unit output . This contrast-referred intrinsic noise is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with zero397

mean. We set its variance so that intrinsic noise dominates at high light levels and photon noise dominates398

at lower light levels, as observed in neurons post-synaptic to blowfly photoreceptors, elsewhere in the399

eye (Laughlin et al. 1987; Methods). Photon noise has already been calculated (Methods, Equation 25).400

Without saturation it is Poisson and with saturation it is binomial (Howard et al., 1987).401

The opponent unit combines noise from independent sources, photon noise from R7, photon noise402

from R8, and intrinsic noise. Consequently noise variances add, even though signals subtract, giving a403

total noise variance in the opponent output (Equation 30)404

Var(Q(τ)) = Var(q7
(τ))+Var(q8

(τ))+2(σ (τ)
in )2

=
[
M7(θ)/M2

7,bg +M8(θ)/M2
8,bg +2σ

2
in
]
/τ

To see how photon and intrinsic noise determine the accuracy with which polarization angle can405

be coded we calculate the just noticeable difference (jnd) δθ , in polarization angle as a function of406

polarization angle (How and Marshall, 2014). For simplicity, the difference δθ is taken to be “just407

noticeable” when it produces a change in opponent signal that equals the standard deviation of the total408

noise, photon plus intrinsic. Plotting the inverse of δθ gives the discriminability of polarization angle, as409

a function of θ .410

Discriminability is greatest around an angle of θ = 45◦ (Figure 7). Here both R7 and R8 have411

their highest sensitivity to changes in θ because PS follows a cos2 function. Increasing the incident412

photon flux Ni, improves discriminability around all polarization angles, but does not shift the angle of413

maximum discriminability (Figure 7 a,b). Decreasing the length fraction of R8, l̂8, from 0.5 to 0.1 reduces414

discriminability across all angles. It does it at all three background intensities, but the relative decrease in415

discriminability is higher at the lower light levels. This observation confirms the importance of photon416

noise in a short R8. Although shortening R8 increases PS8, and hence its constrast signal q8, the loss417

of quantum catch reduces SNR8 to such an extent that its reduces the reliability of the opponent output418

(Figure 7 a,b). Transduction unit saturation reduces discriminability at the highest light levels (Figure 7419

b).420

Coding ability depends on the length fractions of R7 and R8421

The output of the opponent unit, Q, gives us two more measures of R7 and R8’s ability to code the422

polarization of the small patch of skylight that is projected onto their rhabdom. The first measure is423

the number of discriminable polarization angles coded by the opponent unit (Equation 33). The second424

measure is the mutual information between polarization angle and opponent signal (Equation 36). Our425

models demonstrate that both measures of coding ability depend upon the division of a resource, a central426

rhabdom of length L, between R7 and R8. As above, the allocation of this resource is specified by the427

length fraction l̂8.428

Number of discriminable polarization angles varies with the length fractions of R7 and R8429

We follow previous studies of the opponent coding of color (Osorio and Vorobyev, 1996; Vorobyev430

and Osorio, 1998) and polarization (How and Marshall, 2014) and calculate the total number of output431

jnd’s across all polarization angles. Our calculation takes into account the fact that a photoreceptor’s432
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quantum catch, and hence photon noise, changes with polarization angle (Methods). An opponent signal433

generated by a pair of photoreceptors with orthogonal PS confounds polarization angle θ with degree of434

polarization, d (Bernard and Wehner, 1977; How and Marshall, 2014). For simplicity and directness we435

assume d = 0.1, thereby assigning all changes in opponent signal, ∆Q, to changes in θ .436

The length fraction l̂8 that maximizes the number of discriminable polarization angles depends upon437

the amplitudes of intrinsic noise and photon noise, and upon transduction unit saturation (Figure 8). In438

the absence of intrinsic noise (Figure 8a), i.e. only photon noise, the number of discriminable polarization439

angles is maximum when R7 and R8 have approximately equal lengths (l̂8 ≈ 0.5), at all light levels. This440

near equal division is optimal because SNR increases with photoreceptor length (Figure 5). There is a441

slight bias towards a longer R7 because this increases PS8. Transduction unit saturation does not change442

this optimum (Figure 8a).443

At low and intermediate light levels intrinsic noise has no effect on the optimum l̂8 (Figure 8b);444

Ni = 1×105) because photon noise dominates. Consequently the number of discriminable polarization445

angles is only slightly depressed by intrinsic noise. As intensity increases further, intrinsic noise comes446

to dominate. The number of discriminable polarization angles is reduced and becomes less sensitive to447

changes in length fraction. As Ni increases from 1×105 to 3×106 photons s−1 the optimum l̂8 falls from448

0.5 to 0.33 (Figure 8c). Now a shorter R8 is advantageous because when intrinsic noise dominates it is449

important to have a larger signal, and hence the higher PS of a shorter R8 (Figure 6). Transduction unit450

saturation reduces the number of discriminable polarization angles above Ni = 105 and slightly reduces451

the optimum l̂8 (Figure 8c).452

We note in passing that our models identify three other factors that decrease the optimum l̂8 at highest453

light levels, albeit to much lesser extent (results not shown). These minor factors are increasing the454

dichroic ratio δ , illuminating the rhabdom with monochromatic light at the peak absorption wavelength,455

and —up to a point— increasing the rhabdom length, L. All three factors allow R7 to act as a stronger456

filter, making it more worthwhile to increase l̂7 and reduce l̂8.457

In summary, with a rhabdom length, L = 100µm the optimum division between R7 and R8 strongly458

depends on two factors, the relative contributions of photon noise and intrinsic noise, and weakly on459

transduction unit saturation. Both these factors are intensity dependent and both favor a shorter R8 in460

bright light. Thus the optimum R8 length fraction, l8, reduces from 0.5 at lower light levels to 0.33 in461

bright light. This range is similar to the length fractions observed in the DRA’s of different fly species; l̂8462

= 0.57 to l̂8 = 0.37 (Table 1).463

Mutual information and length fractions of R7 and R8464

We devised (Methods) a second measure of coding ability, mutual information, to confirm the conclusions465

drawn from numbers of discriminable polarization angles. Mutual information specifies the amount466

by which the opponent signal decreases our uncertainty about polarization angle, in bits. The measure467

assumes that the signal is obtained by integrating transduction rate over the integration time, that successive468

signals are independent, polarization angle has a priori a flat probability distribution, and the degree of469

polarization is known.470

Mutual information depends on light intensity and the length fractions of R7 and R8 (not shown). The471

R8 length fraction, l̂8, that maximizes the mutual information (Figure 8d) is almost indistinguishable from472

the R8 length fraction maximizing the number of discriminable polarization angles, across different light473

levels (Figure 8c). As expected, mutual information increases with light level. When coding with optimal474

length fraction, at Ni = 105 photons s−1, an opponent signal carries approximately 1.2 bits per integration475

time. Without saturation, mutual information increases with light level and approaches a ceiling of 1.7 bits476

per integration time, set by intrinsic noise. With saturation, mutual information increases with intensity to477

a maximum of around 1.5 bits per integration time and then decreases (not shown).478

Central rhabdom length and polarization coding479

The central rhabdom formed by R7 and R8 in the DRA is 50−60% shorter than in the rest of the eye; L=480

90 -120 µm c.f. 240 µm (Wada, 1974a,b; Wunderer and Smola, 1982a). Could it be shorter because it is481

uniquely specialized to code polarization? We used our optical and opponent models to see how two of our482

measures of performance, the opponent signal range and the number of discriminable polarization angles,483

change with central rhabdom length, L. We modeled a range of lengths that exhibits all relevant effects,484

L = 20−300µm and, for simplicity, we kept the length fractions of R7 and R8 equal; i.e. l̂8 = l̂7 = 0.5.485
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Opponent signal range and total length of the central rhabdom486

Without saturation, the opponent signal range, ∆Q, reduces slightly with increasing L (Figure 9a), because487

self-screening decreases PS. Any increase in PS8 due to stronger filtering by R7 is too weak to compensate488

for the loss in PS7 due to self-screening because, as observed above, the relationship between PS and489

signal range is non-linear and PS8 > PS7. Nonetheless, the increase in PS8 lessens the overall effect of490

increasing L. ∆Q falls by less than 10 percent as L goes from 20− 300 µm, irrespective of light intensity491

(Figure 9b).492

Saturation reduces signal range at all L’s, but the reduction becomes smaller as L increases (Figure 9a493

dashed curves). Saturation favors a longer rhabdom because as absorption decreases the photon flux along494

the rhabdomere, the proportion of unsaturated microvilli increases. Thus it is advantageous to increase L495

up to an optimum length, beyond which the benefits of relief from saturation are outweighed by losses496

from self-screening (Figure 9a). The benefits of a longer L increase with the severity of saturation, and497

hence with incident photon flux, Ni. Thus when Ni = 1×105 photons s−1 there is a barely perceptible498

optimum at L = 60µm. The optimum length increases to 120µm at 3×105 photons s−1 and 240µm at499

1× 106 photons s−1. With an incident flux Ni = 3× 106 photons s−1 no optimum is a reached within500

the length range 20−300µm. Note that although transduction unit saturation produces optimum lengths501

that depend on intensity, rhabdomeres that suffer less from saturation have larger ∆Q’s at all L’s. Thus a502

longitudinal pupil mechanism, which reduces saturation by attenuating rhabdomeric photon flux at high503

light levels (Howard et al., 1987), will increase ∆Q.504

In summary, increasing L at high intensities increases signal range ∆Q by reducing the loss in PS505

produced by transduction unit saturation. This increase in ∆Q follows the Law of Diminishing Returns,506

and is opposed by the effects of self-screening. At all but the highest intensity the length used in the507

DRA, L = 100µm, performs close to the optimum and extending to the length used in the rest of the eye.508

Even at the highest light level considered, L = 240µm produces a very small improvement in signal range509

(< 8%).510

Number of discriminable polarization angles and total length of the central rhabdom511

Our second measure of performance, the number of discriminable polarization angles, almost invariably512

increases with rhabdom length, L, according to the Law of Diminishing Returns. Both the magnitude of513

Returns and the rate at which they diminish depend strongly on two factors - the relative effects of photon514

noise and intrinsic noise, and transduction unit saturation.515

In the absence of intrinsic noise, the number of discriminable polarization angles increases with length516

(Figure 9 c,d) according to the Law of Diminishing Returns. When the number of angles is normalized517

with respect to L = 100µm, its increase is remarkably consistent; at all intensities it increases roughly518

3-fold (over our length range) along approximately the same curve (Figure 9 e,f, black lines). The number519

of discriminable angles is improving because SNR7 and SNR8 increase with length (e.g. Fig. 3) and520

the Law of Diminishing Returns is enforced by two non-linearities. SNR increases as the square root of521

quantum catch (the Square Root Law) and catch per unit length decreases exponentially with rhabdomere522

length (Equation 9). Although the decrease in ∆Q with length (Figure 9 a) also diminishes returns, its523

contribution is minor. Transduction unit saturation slightly alters the relationship between length and524

normalized performance by punishing the shortest rhabdomeres and rewarding the longer (Figure 9d).525

Adding intrinsic noise changes the relationship between the number of discriminable polarization526

angles and rhabdom length, L, to a degree that depends upon the magnitude of photon noise relative to527

intrinsic noise, and hence quantum catch. When quantum catches are relatively low, as happens at all L’s528

at lower intensities and with shorter L’s at higher intensities, photon noise dominates and intrinsic noise529

has almost no effect. In this situation the curves relating performance to length with intrinsic noise are530

virtually identical to those without (compare blue curves in Figure 9 e and c). As quantum catch rises the531

effect of intrinsic noise increases and comes to dominate.532

The increasing effects of intrinsic noise are most clearly seen in the normalized plots (Figure 9d,f).533

Without intrinsic noise, the number of discriminable polarization angles rises 35% when L is extended534

from L = 100µm to L = 300µm, independently of the light level. At the lowest intensity (Ni = 1×105
535

photons s−1, blue curve) intrinsic noise has little effect in shorter central rhabdoms, but reduces the536

performance increase to 16% when increasing total rhamdom length to 300 µm. At the next highest537

intensity (Ni = 3×105 photons s−1, red curve) intrinsic noise has a larger effect, particularly at longer538

L’s, where quantum catch is higher. Thus intrinsic noise reduces the growth in relative performance539

between L = 100µm and L = 300µm from 35% to 7%. At Ni = 1× 106 photons s−1 growth is about540
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1%. At Ni = 3×106 photons s−1 there is almost no growth at all because, as shown in Figure 9a, the541

curve is almost flat at L = 100µm, and hits the upper limit imposed by intrinsic noise at L = 150µm. The542

steady decline in percentage improvement noted above shows that as intensity increases, performance543

approaches the intrinsic noise limit asymptotically. Transduction unit saturation decreases the total number544

of distinguishable angles (Figure 9c,e) both with and without intrinsic noise and, as explained above,545

favors longer rhabdoms (Figure 9d,f) because a smaller proportion of microvilli are saturated.546

The DRA central rhabdom has an efficient length547

Our curves of performance (number of discriminable polarization angles) versus rhabdom length, L, allow548

us to evaluate the benefits of extending the rhabdom from the length found in the DRA, L = 100µm549

to the length found in the rest of the eye L = 240µm. These improvements compare with an increase550

of 240% increases in the costs of space and materials allocated to the central photoreceptors, R7 and551

R8. Elongation from 100µm to 100µm is of greatest benefit, 20%, at the lower light level Ni = 1×105
552

photons/s. At higher light levels the benefit steadily reduces as photon noise becomes less important and553

at Ni = 3×106 photons/s there is no benefit without saturation. The rhabdom has hit the intrinsic noise554

ceiling. With saturation the benefit is < 10%.555

Given that saturation happens, the best performance occurs at an incident photon flux, Ni = 1×106
556

photons/s (green dashed curve in Figure 9e), in which case the benefit of extending from 100µm to557

240µm is ≈ 5%. Put differently, DRA’s shorter central rhabdom increases the efficiency with which a558

unit length of rhabdom codes the polarization of light at least two-fold. We conclude, therefore, that the559

DRA’s shorter central rhabdom is a specialization that promotes efficiency.560

DISCUSSION561

In the dorsal rim area of the fly compound eye, the DRA, photoreceptors R7 and R8 are specialized to562

code the polarization of skylight. Because R7 and R8 form a tiered rhabdom with R7 placed in front563

of R8 (Figure 1), R7 acts as a polarization filter that increases the polarization sensitivity of R8. We564

demonstrate how his configuration sets up a trade-off between signal and noise. Lengthening R7, and565

hence increasing its absorption, increases R8’s polarization sensitivity and hence R8’ signal. However,566

lengthening R7 also reduces the number of photons R8 receives, thereby increasing the effect of photon567

noise. We evaluate this trade off using a series of models, an optical model of photon absorption by R7568

and R8, a model that accounts for the saturation of transduction units at high light levels, and an opponent569

model of polarization coding that introduces intrinsic noise. We find that with a rhabdom of fixed length,570

similar to that observed in the DRA, there are length fractions; i.e. divisions of the rhabdom between571

R7 and R8, that optimize polarization coding by maximizing signal to noise ratio (SNR). Saturation of572

transduction units at high intensities does not change these optimum length fractions, but reduces all573

measures of performance. Furthermore an optimal optical configuration, namely photoreceptor length574

fraction in a tiered rhabdom, depends in part on a neural factor, the level of intrinsic noise.575

The intensity dependent range of optimum length fractions, 0.5 to 0.33 (Table 1), matches the range576

of length fractions observed among flies, suggesting that R7 and R8 divide a resource, a central rhabdom577

of given length, to optimize their ability to code polarization. Additional evidence for efficient resource578

allocation is obtained by noting that in the DRA R7 and R8 make a central rhabdom that is shorter than579

the peripheral rhabdomeres of photoreceptors R1-6, and 50% - 60% shorter than central rhabdomeres in580

the rest of the eye. Our models show that this reduction in length doubles the efficiency with which the581

DRA R7/R8 use rhabdom to code polarization, i.e. doubles the ratio between quantitative measures of582

coding ability and rhabdom length.583

We will now discuss the procedures we used, the validity of their assumptions, their relationship to584

previous studies, and the novelty of their contributions. We will close by assessing the impact of our585

findings on our understanding of the structure, function and design of photoreceptor arrays.586

Modelling optical absorption587

Our absorption model quantifies the optical trade-off between signal and noise by estimating the rates at588

which the visual pigment molecules of photoreceptors R7 and R8 absorb photons when viewing a small589

patch of polarized skylight. Our model confirms that optical effects within a rhabdom, namely filtering590

and self-screening, play important roles in determining polarization sensitivity, as first demonstrated in the591

central rhabdom of fly (Snyder, 1973; Gribakin and Govardovskii, 1975). We also confirm that, as shown592
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later in fused rhabdoms (Nilsson et al., 1987) and banded rhabdoms (Stowe, 1983), a photoreceptor’s593

PS depends on its length, the orientation of its microvilli, the percentage of microvilli it contributes to594

the rhabdom, and the percentages and orientations of the microvilli of other photoreceptors that screen595

it. Filtering by a distal photoreceptor in a tiered rhabdom also sharpens and repositions the spectral596

absorption peaks of a proximal photoreceptor, as demonstrated in butterflies (Stavenga and Arikawa,597

2006) and stomatopods (Marshall et al., 2007).However ours is the first study to investigate trade-off598

between signal and noise mediated by optical interactions within a fused rhabdom.599

The trade-off between signal and noise set up by filtering has been demonstrated and analyzed in600

cone photoreceptors that place a coloured oil droplet in front of its visual pigment; i.e. in the cone inner601

segment, between the entrance aperture for light and the outer segment. The oil droplet sharpens the602

cone’s spectral sensitivity by filtering the light delivered to the visual pigment, but also increases the effect603

of photon noise by reducing quantum catch. Our study of this optical trade-off is distinctive in two ways.604

The optical filter we consider is also a photoreceptor, R7, and this photoreceptor operates in tandem with605

the photoreceptor it shields, R8, to code a property of the light they sample, polarization.606

To model absorption rates we make several simplifying assumptions. We assume that the dichroism607

produced by the alignment of rhodopsin molecules in microvilli is the only effect that changes the608

polarization of light as it travels down a rhabdomere. In fact, the rhabdomere is also optically anisotropic.609

However the resulting birefringence of a fly rhabdomere, ∆n < 1.0×10−3 (Kirschfeld and Snyder, 1975;610

Beersma et al., 1982), produces a very small phase advance611

∆ϕ =
2πl∆n

λ
< 1.13rad (41)

which in a rhabdomere of length l = 60 µm is < 1.13 rad (41). Because this phase advance is equivalent612

to < 18% of a wavelength, it will have little effect on R7/R8 rhabdomeres in the DRA. Furthermore,613

optical experiments measured negligible birefringence in the longer DRA rhabdoms of ants (75-85 µm)614

and crickets (150-200 µm) (Nilsson et al., 1987). In even longer rhabdoms, birefingence can become615

important, producing mode beating between the polarized modes, as found in some butterflies (Nilsson616

et al., 1988). This beating reduces PS with increasing length, thereby accentuating the Law of Diminishing617

Returns that characterises the relationship between the coding ability of R7/R8 and central rhabdom618

length (Figure 9).619

We calculated absorption at different wavelengths using a popular template for the spectral sensitivity620

of rhodopsins (Stavenga et al., 1993). This template provides an acceptable approximation of the621

absorption curve of a UV rhodopsin, although it slightly overestimates the curve’s width (Stavenga, 2010).622

We disregard absorption by metarhodopsin because it absorbs in the blue, whereas almost all of the623

photons absorbed by the UV rhodopsin are at wavelengths below 413 nm, (Figure 2). Moreover, because624

daylight delivers more photons in the blue and the green, the rhodopsin:metarhodopsin ratio remains high625

in bright light. Consequently we can safely ignore the loss of sensitivity due to rhodopsin depletion.626

We had to calculate the absorption of polarized skylight by UV rhodopsin, for a large number of627

combinations of rhabdomere length. To do this quickly and efficiently, we used the approach introduced628

by Warrant and Nilsson (1998). We fitted a convenient non-parametric function to a much smaller number629

of exact calculations of absorption, each made at a different length by integrating across all relevant630

wavelength. Although we use a different non-parametric function the calculations we make agree well631

with calculations made using Warrant and Nilsson’s function for most photoreceptor lengths (Figure 3),632

with one small exception. Their function breaks down at very short lengths, where PS should equal the633

dichroic ratio. Alkaladi et al. (2013) adapted Warrant and Nilsson’s approximation to analyse the PS634

of banded rhabdoms of the fiddler crab, and arrived at yet another expression, which is incompatible635

with the general expression for the absorption of polarized light in a tiered system (Equations 14). The636

mismatch arises because their derivation implicitly assumes that the light leaving each band has the same637

wavelength content as the light entering the photoreceptor from the facet lens.638

Our findings rely on assumptions of homogeneity. Namely a rhabdomere’s diameter and optical639

properties do not change with length and have R7 and R8 have identical, aside from their length and640

orientation of microvilli. The limited amount of physiological(Hardie, 1984) and anatomical (Wada,641

1974a,b; Wunderer and Smola, 1982a) data does not indicate otherwise, with the exception that the642

cross-sectional area of R7’s rhabdomere is on average 26% less than R8’s in Calliphora vicina (Wunderer643

and Smola, 1982a).644
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There is no experimental data supporting the trade-off evaluated by our optical model. There are no645

published measurements of photoreceptor noise in the fly DRA and the prediction that R8 has a higher646

PS that R7 has not been reported (Hardie, 1984). Nonetheless there are several reasons to think that647

our model is valid. The first is the small number of intracellular recordings from R8 photoreceptors in648

the DRA. The second is the difficulty of making reliable recordings and measurements from such small649

cells. The third is that when PS was measured it was done using 365 nm light (Hardie, 1984). At this650

wavelength the UV rhodopsin’s absorption is half maximal, which reduces the effect of filtering by R7 on651

R8.652

The most contentious assumption is that we ignore absorption by the longitudinal pupil; the pigment653

granules that a photoreceptor moves close to its rhabdomere to attenuate bright light. Attenuation by the654

pupil has not been measured in the DRA but in other eye regions the pupil “closes” progressively at high655

intensites to attenuate the rhabdomeric photon flux by up to 2 log units. To a first approximation pupil656

attenuation will be equivalent to reducing the incident photon flux, Ni. Although the pupil preferentially657

absorbs longer wavelengths (Stavenga, 2004) this will have a small effect on the spectral sensitivities of658

photoreceptors R7 and R8 in the DRA, because they absorb with a UV pigment. In any case, the pupil’s659

action will not alter the trade-offs and optimal length fractions we report. The pupil will simply extend the660

range of incident photon fluxes at which these effects happen at the high intensities at which it operates.661

In this extended range the effects of the pupil interacts with effects of transduction unit saturation photon662

transduction rate, as discussed in the next section.663

From photons absorbed to photons transduced664

We converted photoreceptor absorption rates to transduction rates because the information photoreceptors665

code depends upon the numbers of photons they transduce to electrical signals. Measurements of single666

photon responses (quantum bumps) show that a single fly photoreceptor (type R1-6) transduces more667

than 50% of photons arrive at lens, within its acceptance angle (Dubs et al., 1981). This means that well668

over 50% of the photons arriving incident on its rhabdomere are transduced so, for simplicity, we assume669

a quantum efficiency of 1. In this case the transduction rate equals the absorption rate. Noise analysis670

shows that a fly R1-6 photoreceptor maintains its high quantum efficiency up to transduction rates of 104
671

photons/s (van Steveninck and Laughlin, 1996a). Above this intensity, quantum efficiency falls due to672

the action of the longitudinal pupil (discussed above) and the saturation of transduction units (Howard673

et al., 1987).674

To account for the effects of transduction unit saturation on the mean and variance of transduction rate,675

we extended the original binomial model (Howard et al., 1987) to take account of exponential absorption676

along the rhabdom. Our improved model confirms that saturation had no effect on quantum efficiency,677

and hence signal and noise, below rates of 104 photons/s and that above this it progressively reduces678

signal and signal to noise ratio.679

Basic binomial models simplify the causes and effects of transduction saturation. Do these simplifica-680

tions invalidate our major conclusions? The binomial model assumes a dead time (refractory period) of681

30 ms. The dead time has not been determined directly, however detailed, well-informed simulations of682

the effects of transduction unit saturation (Song et al., 2012; Song and Juusola, 2014) suggest range of683

mean values, from 10 ms to 100 ms, depending on fly species. Our value, 30 ms, is towards the lower684

end of this range. Changing this value will not change the nature of the trade-offs, it will simply shift the685

intensity range of saturation effects, according to the inverse of dead time.686

A second simplification is that to calculate signal and noise, we sum transduction events (quantum687

bumps) over a 90 ms time interval. However signals, absorption rates, quantum bump latencies, and688

dead times vary continuously over time. Consequently the effects of transduction on signal and noise689

depend upon time varying properties of signals and photoreceptor response dynamics. The detailed690

simulations encapsulate these dynamics and show how they improve the coding of stimuli with natural691

dynamics. These dynamic effects way well play a role in coding skylight polarization but, in the absence692

of measurements of the natural time series of intensities experienced by R7 and R8 in the DRA, a detailed693

simulation seems premature. Moreover incorporating the dynamics of signals, signalling and saturation694

is unlikely to overturn our major conclusion that, given an optical signal, photon noise and intrinsic695

noise there is an optimal division of rhabdom between R7 and R8. The optical trade-off between signal696

and noise is based on fundamental principles and is little affected by transduction unit saturation. The697

beneficial effects on coding documented by the more complicated models are largely due to changes in698
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quantum efficiency associated with large bursty contrast changes. They are not forthcoming in responses699

to stimuli that lack more prolonged dark contrasts (Song and Juusola, 2014), which may well be the700

stimuli coded by R7 and R8, because polarization and brightness change gradually and by relatively small701

amounts across a bright blue sky. The more complicated effects of saturation might come into play when702

the DRA of a rapidly turning fly views the sky through a broken canopy of vegetation.703

Finally, both our model and the detailed simulations (Song et al., 2012; Song and Juusola, 2014) set704

aside the action of the longitudinal pupil. The pupil progressively attenuates the rhabdomeric photon flux705

to keep the transduction rate close to an experimentally demonstrated optimum, a peak in the contrast706

SNR that is captured by the binomial model (Howard et al., 1987). Our results concur (Figure 8). As707

intensity increases past the point at which saturation cuts in, discriminability continues to increase, but708

a declinig rate. It then reaches a peak falls by as much as 25% in brightest sunlight. This observation709

shows that a longitudinal pupil in the DRA’s R7/R8 could usefully play the role advocated by Howard710

et al. (1987); limiting saturation so as to operate close to peak SNR. To determine the extent to which711

tranduction unit saturation changes the ability of a dorsal rim R7/R8 pair to code polarization, we must712

account for the pupil.713

Opponent coding and discriminability714

The use of an opponent model can be justified on several grounds (Hempel de Ibarra et al., 2014). First,715

neural processing involves opponent mechanisms. In color vision opponent mechanisms operate at the716

first stages of processing and at higher levels in both insects and vertebrates. In the polarization served by717

the DRA opponency has only been observed at higher levels. Second opponent processing provides a718

simple way to code a sub-modality, like color or polarization, independent of background intensity. Third,719

spatially and spectrally opponent mechanisms eliminate redundancy (Srinivasan et al., 1982; Buchsbaum720

and Gottschalk, 1983). Fourth, and most importantly for our purposes, opponent models of color vision721

account for exacting behavioral measures of discrimination (Hempel de Ibarra et al., 2014).722

As in studies of color vision, we assess discriminability using an opponent model that scales and723

combines signals and noise (Hempel de Ibarra et al., 2014). An opponent unit takes the difference between724

the inputs from R7 and R8, scaled to represent contrast by dividing photon rates and counts by their725

means. R7 and R8’s scaled signals subtract and, being uncorrelated, their scaled noise variances add.726

Then intrinsic noise is added to generate an opponent output. This intrinsic noise has a constant variance,727

independent of light level. The opponent output represents a combination of polarization angle and degree728

of polarization, and noise determines just noticeable differences in this combination. The jnd’s define729

discriminability and the relationship between opponent signal and noise determines mutual information.730

How and Marshall (2014) were the first to apply this approach to polarization vision. An earlier731

model (Nilsson et al., 1987) showed how a polarization-opponent signal is affected by an unequal share of732

microvilli directions in a fused rhabdom, but did not include noise. How and Marshall used their opponent733

model to show how under natural conditions the rhabdomeres in the fiddler crab are optimally oriented to734

detect the polarization degree rather than the polarization angle. To set the noise level they assumed a735

single source and adjusted its variance to account for jnd’s in polarization, measured behaviourally. We736

independently applied their approach, and in doing so we extended it to separate the effects of intensity737

dependent photoreceptor noise (e.g. photon noise) and intrinsic noise.738

Our estimates of discriminable angles and mutual information depend upon assumptions about739

integration time and intrinsic noise variance. The chosen integration time interval τ = 90 ms, is arbitrary.740

It will affect the absolute values of SNR, numbers of angles and mutual information but not their relative741

values (e.g. Equation 20). Thus the shapes of curves relating performance to length and light level are the742

same and the optima are unchanged.743

There are no measurements of intrinsic noise in the neural pathways served by the DRA so we chose744

an intrinsic noise variance (σ2
in = 5×10−5) that is about 7.5 times greater than photon noise at an incident745

photon flux of Ni =1×106 photons/s. This value is in accordance with measurements of noise in large746

monopolar cells (LMCs), directly post-synaptic to photoreceptors R1-6 (van Steveninck and Laughlin,747

1996b). At medium frequencies, around 50 Hz, an LMC’s intrinsic noise is 7 times that fed through from748

photoreceptors R1-6 and at high frequencies, around 100 Hz 10 times greater. Because the polarization749

signal changes gradually across the sky we favoured the lower value. The R1-6 axon terminals in the750

lamina form a massive parallel array of 1200 active zones driving each LMC (Nicol and Meinertzhagen,751

1982; van Steveninck and Laughlin, 1996b). If such costly structure is not present in the R7/8 projection752
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to the medulla, intrinsic noise could well be larger.753

The underestimate will not be huge —noise goes as the square root of the number of synapses. Nor754

will an underestimate change the nature of the trade-offs we describe and the optima they create. An755

increase in noise simply reduces the light intensity at which intrinsic noise starts to dominate photon756

noise, and this shifts the curve relating optimum R8 length fraction to light intensity to lower intensities.757

For example, if the number of release sites were reduced by 99% the intrinsic noise variance is ten times758

larger (σ2
in = 5×10−4), the optimum length fraction of R8 at N =1×106 photons/s drops to 0.25 and759

the Law of Diminishing Returns on central rhabdom length becomes more severe because performance760

approaches a lower intrinsic noise ceiling. In other words, higher levels of intrinsic noise favour shorter761

rhabdoms because they use the resource of rhabdom length more efficiently. We will return to this point762

in our final section.763

Coding polarization signals from the dorsal rim area764

No matter how they are processed, the signals coded by a pair of R7 and R8 cannot give unequivocal765

information about the polarization state of incoming light. Polarization angle is confounded by degree of766

polarization (Bernard and Wehner, 1977). Orientation cues are obtained from sky polarization patterns by767

integrating information from many central rhabdoms, each sampling a different patch of sky. Evidence768

from other insects, such as crickets, shows that higher order POL neurons integrate information from769

across the DRA, and suggests that they receive this information from small field opponent units, similar770

to the ones we model (Labhart, 1988; Labhart et al., 2001). Given the advantages of such an elementary771

opponent unit (see above), using it for the first stage in neural processing makes sense.772

Our models could help understand how low intensity polarization patterns are resolved because they773

evaluate the effect of photon noise. This might help to explain how the DRA’s of nocturnal beetles, and the774

neural pathways they serve, are adapted to support a remarkable behaviour - orientation to the polarization775

pattern of the night sky (Jundi et al., 2015). Our models evaluate the role of optics in determining ratios776

between polarization signal and photon noise and translate signal and noise into discrimination thresholds777

and mutual information, and this allows one to search for optimum sampling and processing strategies.778

Our modelling also takes account of the relative contributions of photon and intrinsic noise, which may779

be important because, when photoreceptor signals are pooled neutrally, the ratio between photon and780

intrinsic will decrease. In other words, we have done in theory what beetles may have done in practice,781

optimized the inevitable trade-off between polarization signal and noise within a constraint imposed by782

limited resources, in our case photoreceptor length.783

The efficient use of photoreceptor length784

Our study shows that photoreceptors R7 and R8 in the DRA are adapted to make efficient use of785

photoreceptor length. There are good reasons why both aspects of photoreceptor length, length of786

rhabdom and length of rhabdomere, should be allocated efficiently; length represents three limiting787

resources, materials, space and metabolic energy consumption, as follows. For a photoreceptor of given788

cross section, the consumption of space and materials increases in direct proportion to length. The789

relationship between energy consumption and length is less direct, but compelling. For a rhabdomere of790

given cross-section, the number of microvilli increases in proportion to length. More microvilli means791

a larger light-gated conductance, and to avoid saturation of membrane potential, a larger potassium792

conductance. These larger conductances carry larger currents which consume more energy (Howard et al.,793

1987), as demonstrated by comparing photoreceptors of different length (Niven et al., 2007). This length-794

dependent energy consumption is significant; direct measurements confirm that retinal photoreceptors795

account for 8% of a blowfly’s resting oxygen consumption (Pangršič et al., 2005). Given such a high level796

of consumption, adaptations that improve photoreceptor energy efficiency should promote fitness. One797

these grounds we suggest that it is valid to treat photoreceptor length as a limiting resource, to be used798

efficiently.799

We demonstrate two routes to efficiency. One is to divide the length of the central rhabdom between800

photoreceptors R7 and R8 so as to optimize two measures of coding ability, number of discriminable801

polarization angles and mutual information. The division made in the fly DRA is close to optimal,802

and there are reasons to suggest that central rhabdoms in the rest of the eye are divided likewise. In803

the rest of the eye there are spectrally distinct classes of central rhabdom, suitable for color vision804

(Wunderer and Smola, 1982b; Hardie, 1985). In Calliphora vicina, there are two spectral classes of805

central rhabdom, R7y/R8y and R7p/R8y, distributed randomly across the photoreceptor array. There are806
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also two morphological classes of R8 with different relative lengths that, on the basis of their relative807

frequencies, can be associated with the two spectral classes (Smola and Meffert, 1979; Wunderer and808

Smola, 1982b). In the light of our modelling of the DRA, this evidence suggests that the length fractions809

of R7 and R8 are allocated to increase the efficiency of color coding. There are two reasons why the810

R7p/R8p central rhabdom could benefit from a shorter R8, and hence longer R7. One is that, because the811

spectral sensitivity curves of R7p and R8p overlap more than the curves of R7y and R8y, the signal in812

R8p will benefit more from the sharpening of spectral sensitivity produced by a longer R7p. The other813

is that, because the spectral sensitivity curve of R7p is narrower than the curve of R7y, and centred in814

shorter wavelengths where fewer photons are available, a longer R7p is needed combat photon noise. Our815

model of polarization opponency could be obviously be adapted back to color opponency to test these816

hypotheses, but the results may well depend on assumptions about what a fly uses its spectral classes of817

photoreceptors for.818

The second route to efficiency is to regulate rhabdom length. Our modelling shows how efficient usage819

of rhabdom length can explain why the central rhabdom in DRA is approximately half the length of both820

peripheral (R1-6) rhabdomeres in the DRA and central rhabdoms elsewhere in the eye. The DRA’s shorter821

rhabdom is more efficient for coding polarization because the relationship between central rhabdom length822

and number of discriminable polarization angles follows the law of diminishing returns (Figure 9). This823

version of the law is seemingly inescapable because it is enforced by biophysical constraints on signal824

and noise. Quantum catch increases sub-linearly with rhabdomere length due to exponential absorption.825

(Equation 9), (Figure 3) and at lower light levels SNR increases as the square root of quantum. At the826

highest light levels another length dependent factor, number of available transduction units (i.e. microvilli)827

constrains signal and noise, and the maximum achievable SNR tends to increase as the square root of828

the total number of transduction units (Howard et al. 1987). Constrained by these factors, doubling the829

length of the DRA’s central rhabdom to equal that in the rest of eye increases the number of discriminable830

polarization angles by less than 10%, but halves the efficiency with which R7 and R8 use rhabdom length831

to code polarization.832

Our theoretical arguments add to a growing body of experimental evidence that the number of833

transduction units, and hence microvilli, are a limiting resource to be employed efficiently. This evidence834

has been obtained by comparing photoreceptors within a single retina, and in the retinas of different835

species. Within the blowfly retina, photoreceptors R7 and R1-6 increase their SNR’s with light intensity,836

and in full daylight approach a maximum asymptotically. This maximum SNR is lower in R7 than in R1-6,837

in accordance with there being fewer microvilli in R7’s shorter rhabdomere (Anderson and Laughlin,838

2000). Comparing R1-6 in the same retina, SNRs in bright light and information rates correlate with the839

optical resolving power of the photoreceptor array, being higher in the frontal eye region, which samples840

more densely with narrower acceptance angles (Burton et al., 2001). This suggests that transduction units841

are allocated according to need.842

Turning to comparisons among species, measurements made from homologous R1-6 photoreceptors843

in four species of fly of increasing size, show that SNRs, information rates and energy consumption are844

higher in longer photoreceptors, while efficiencies (bits coded per ATP consumed) are lower, according to845

the law of diminishing returns (Niven et al., 2007). Comparing two species of similar size, the predatory846

killer fly Coenesia supports faster and more acute vision than the fructivorous Drosophila. To support its847

behaviour Coenesia uses longer photoreceptors with more microvilli to achieve a higher SNR (Gonzalez-848

Bellido et al., 2011). Thus comparative studies argue strongly that photoreceptor length is a limiting849

resource that is applied efficiently, according to behavioural requirements and constraints imposed by850

biophysics the properties of natural signals (Sterling and Laughlin, 2015, Chapter 8).851

Conclusion and outlook852

Our study of the optimal allocation of photoreceptor length for opponent polarization coding confirms that853

having longer rhabdomeres with more microvilli improves vision by increasing the SNR at a given rate854

of incident photon flux. This increase is achieved in two ways. At low light levels increasing microvilli855

increases quantum catch, and in full daylight it increases the rate at which transduction units register856

photons. Thus the number of microvilli plays an important role in the function, design and evolution of857

compound eyes (Howard and Snyder, 1983). Future studies of the ways which in the optics of compound858

eyes, and especially tiered rhabdoms, are adapted to visual ecology should take account of the limitations859

on signal and noise imposed by numbers of microvilli and their lengths (Gonzalez-Bellido et al., 2011).860
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Table 1. Fraction of the DRA central rhabdom occupied by R8 in different species of Diptera.

Species l8/L References

Rhagio scolopacea 0.42 (Wada, 1974a)
Leptempis 0.45 (Wada, 1974a)
Ceratitis capitata 0.37 (Wada, 1974a)
Drosophila melanogaster 0.49 (Wada, 1974a)
Scatophaga stercoraria 0.57 (Wada, 1974a)
Musca domestica 0.53 (Wada, 1974a)
Calliphora vicina 0.4, 0.44 (Wada, 1974a; Wunderer and Smola, 1982a)
Sarcophaga carnaria 0.43 (Wada, 1974a)
Zeuxia 0.48 (Wada, 1974a)
Lipoptena cervi 0.54 (Wada, 1974a)

Our study shows how this can be done with an opponent model. We suggest that a fertile new approach,861

namely modifying opponent coding models from colour vision in order to relate the coding and processing862

of polarization signals to behaviour (How and Marshall, 2014), could well bear even more fruit if, like our863

study and the colour opponent models that have gone before, one takes into account intensity dependent864

photoreceptor noise. It will be interesting to see if future applications confirm our finding that the optimal865

configuration of a photoreceptor array depends not just on optics and transduction rate, but on the intrinsic866

noise introduced during neural transmission and processing. If this proves to be the case, efficiency867

will be improved by matching the allocation of resources in one component of a system, optics, to the868

resources invested in other components, neural processing. This design strategy, matching the application869

of resources to components within a system to optimize overall performance, is commonly observed in870

neurons and neural circuits (Sterling and Laughlin, 2015). Here we have demonstrated how this self-same871

strategy can be implemented within a rhabdom, by allocating rhabdomere length to R7 and R8.872
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Figure 7. Discriminability as a function of polarization angle, θ , for light with degree of polarization
d = 0.1, at three incident photon fluxes, Ni. a) Rhabdom length L =100 µm with R7 and R8 of the same
length, l̂8 = 0.5 (continuous lines) and with shorter R8, l̂8 = 0.1 (dashed lines). b) As (a), but taking into
account tranduction unit saturation. Incident photon flux, Ni: 1×105 (blue), 3×105 (red), and 1×106

(green) photons s−1.
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Figure 8. Optimum division of rhabdom between R7 and R8 maximizes two measures of coding ability,
number of discriminable polarization angles and mutual information. Optima depend on light intensity
(incident photon flux, Ni) and presence of intrinsic noise. (a) Discriminable polarization angles versus R8
length fraction in the absence of intrinsic noise without transduction unit saturation (solid curves) and
with saturation (dashed curves). Four light intensities Ni; 1×105 (blue), 3×105 (red), 1×106 (green)
and 3×106 (black) photons s−1. (b) As in (a) but in the presence of intrinsic noise. Note the optimum
division shifts to shorter R8 at higher intensities. (c) Optimum R8 length fractions from (b) versus
incident photon flux without transduction unit saturation (solid curve) and with saturation (dashed curve).
(d) As in (c), but R8 length optimizes mutual information.
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Figure 9. Ability of opponent unit to code polarization depends of rhabdom length, L, according to
relationships that depend on light intensity, transduction unit saturation and the presence of intrinsic noise.
Most relationships follow the Law of Diminishing Returns. (a) Opponent unit signal range (∆Q) at four
light intensities with transduction unit saturation (dashed) and without saturation (solid). Light intensities
specified by incident photon flux, Ni photons s−1; 1×105 (blue), 3×105 (red), 1×106 (green) and
3×106 (black). (b) Curves plotted in (a), each normalised to its value at L =100 µm. (c) Number of
discriminable angles without intrinsic noise, Ni and saturation state as in (a) and (d) curves normalized to
L =100 µm as in (b). (e) Number of discriminable angles as in (c), but with intrinsic noise σin. (f) Curves
in (e) normalised to L =100
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